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1

Introduction

Capacity has several definitions (Krajewski and Ritzman, 2001; Meredith and Shafer,
2001; Heizer and Render, 2003) such as design capacity, effective capacity, excess
capacity, short-term capacity, long-term capacity, and constrained capacity. Most
researchers agree that capacity is the ability to produce products or services, and effective
capacity results after considering the available factors of production and limitations
imposed by product design and process design.
Process constraints limit the actual effective capacity of a production process.
Included in these process constraints are raw material availability, plant location,
plant layout, design and method of processing machinery, skill levels and training of
the process operators relative to the learning curve or manufacturing progress
function (Meredith and Shafer, 2001), system or preventive maintenance strategy (or lack
thereof) (Nicholas, 1998; Steudel and Desruelle, 1992; Bell and Burnham, 1991), and
replacement plans for obsolete and inefficient processes (Bell and Burnham, 1991;
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Schonberger, 1997). Although we usually find only the cost of the operator being
considered in capacity trade-off problems, most process constraints are related to the final
cost of production. Constrained capacity is effective capacity which is less than or equal
to demand, and which limits the production output of the system.
The limits on constrained capacity are caused by disruptions in product or service
design (Umble and Srikanth, 1990) including the product design itself, product quality
requirements, required volume, location, price, or any possible combination of
these. Since our goal is to make a profit, and since the market determines the price,
then price minus expected profit is equal to the cost, which can be attributed to the
production function. Thus, the expected price can be a significant factor in the design of
the process capacity.

The capacity problem
The common capacity problem is not the grossly over- or under-constrained capacity
system, but rather the managerial problem of trying to fine-tune capacity; i.e., planning
for a small increment more, or a small increment less, than anticipated demand. A better
plan would be to have some small increment of excess capacity.
The issues of capacity availability and the impact on system performance caused by
aggregate differences from demand requirements have been explored only peripherally.
This limited research has suggested that the capacity utilisation level at which production
systems operate may influence system performance. Dixon and Silver (1981) found that
in a single level, multi-item production system, as the difference between the production
schedule time requirements and production time available decreased, the system
performance also decreased. Collier (1980), in studying a single item system, reported
that capacity constraints had an effect on lot-size heuristic performance. Biggs (1979;
1985), focusing on a multi-item system, acknowledged that the capacity utilisation level
has an effect on system performance. Schonberger (1997) reported that manufacturers
usually have a ‘herky-jerky’ production schedule, which causes high capacity
management costs. Nicholas (1998) notes that any operation can become a bottleneck if a
large batch is released to it in a short time, while Chase et al. (2003) note that a capacity
constrained resource could become a bottleneck if scheduled improperly. McClelland
(1988) explored the use of finite system loading through the order promise as a method
for better managing the situation of lumpy production requirements. Her work included
the use of inventory to smooth production and prevent long cycle times; i.e., the period of
time elapsed beginning with receipt of an order and ending with the time the order
is promised.
These research results indicate that as the available capacity becomes more
constrained, the expected volume of production falls short of expectations. Using a
computer simulated production process, this paper intended to bring a production system
to levels of constrained capacity in order to determine the causes of less-than-expected
output. Of further interest were local managerial measures or responses that could be
implemented to better manage this constrained capacity condition. In addition, the
relevant literature of constrained capacity was examined to determine where the results
reported by this paper fit into the body of knowledge.
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Literature review

2.1 Time and other capacity dimensions
Capacity is a time-related resource; i.e., if a unit of capacity for this immediate hour is
not used this hour, it becomes a forgone, non-retrievable resource, and much of the
attendant costs are incurred whether or not the capacity to produce is used. If this process
causes a bottleneck, or Capacity Constrained Resource (CCR) (Chase et al., 2003), then
the idle time of the processes before and after the bottleneck is also forgone. The only
savings attributable to this unused capacity are the deferred wages of process operators
and possible ‘wear and tear’ on equipment.

2.2 Bottlenecks
When two or more processes must be used to manufacture a product, one process is
usually slower than the others and becomes the upper constraint on total volume
throughout; i.e., a bottleneck. Chase et al. (2003) define a bottleneck as being a resource
whose capacity is less than the demand placed on it (Meredith and Shafer, 2001), limiting
production volume to all other process linked to it. Capacity Constrained Resources
(CCRs) are those other processes that are nearly at their capacity limit in relation to
demand (Chase et al., 2003). The prudent manager must maintain an awareness that is
broad enough to include these processes, as well as the bottlenecks, in order to maximise
the output of the system.

2.3 Flexibility
With today’s worldwide economy, the profusion of computer-aided manufacturing,
and changes in market demand, many feel that the successful firm of the future will
need greater flexibility in process methods, production volume, and all facets of
demand related to product offerings (Krajewski and Ritzman, 2001; Heizer and Render,
2003; Chase et al., 2003; Meredith and Shafer, 2001). This means that there will be
a need for greater flexibility in manufacturing capacity. The strategy implies that we
need to move as fast as possible away from the traditional, historical, inflexible,
special-purpose-machine end of the continuum. In order to have the capacity flexibility
to manufacture low volume products of different designs to respond to market
pressures quickly, we need to have general-purpose capacity, which historically has
been the higher variable cost, lower quality end of this continuum. One response to
this dilemma is the use of general-purpose machines that are controlled by computers,
or CAD-CAM (Computer-Assisted-Design/Computer-Assisted-Manufacturing). Thus,
computer-controlled, general-purpose machines with relatively cheap software, in
many instances, can replace expensive, special purpose machines and tooling to
provide some of the flexibility noted above without the higher variable cost and loss of
product quality.
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2.4 Methods of capacity management
Setup time is the time a processing machine is non-productive because it is being made
ready for the next production part schedule. In changing the expensive, time-consuming
methods of set-up when implementing Just-In-Time (JIT), one difficult aspect is that it
requires the coordination of not only the production department, but that of several
functional areas within the plant. Many firms have solved the setup problem by locating
all the tools that are to be used in a particular process on a conveyor rack around that
machine. All these tools are adjusted by the toolmakers so that the critical dimensions are
the same for all. Now it takes only one person to change the tooling in a very short time
(five minutes or less). Such process redesign/layout calls for the coordination of the plant
and tooling engineers, the toolmakers, and the production departments and overall budget
authority to incur the cost of these changes. Instead of incurring high costs due to the loss
of the idle time during setups, the production department can now produce more with the
same ‘design’ capacity. Many of these changes have come about at the insistence of those
implementing JIT. Nicholas (1998) does an excellent job discussing setups and methods
for minimising the time required, as does Shingo (1985) with his four-stage method for
setup reduction.

2.5 Maintenance
As noted above, the design capacity of a production function is determined assuming
most system ‘support functions’, or process constraints, are at predetermined levels. One
of the major support functions is maintenance of the processing equipment. Advocates of
JIT insist that to maintain capacity, preventive maintenance functions are very necessary
so that production can be accomplished ‘just-in time’. Thus, a reasonable preventive
maintenance program would seem to be a good management strategy for constrained
capacity by making sure that constrained capacity is available when needed and not
sitting idle and non-productive while being repaired.

2.6 Managerial uncertainty
Capacity problems are focused on the fact that we have either too much capacity or we
have too little capacity. Seldom does a production manager have exactly enough capacity
to meet the production requirements of a particular time period. Sources of managerial
uncertainty that cause the inequality between demand and capacity include the
uncertainty related to forecasting demand, the uncertainty in predicting the capacity
actually available at any given time, and the uncertainty in predicting how much capacity,
or standard processing time, will be needed to produce a unit of product or service
(Wemmerlov, 1984).
Capacity Requirements Planning (CRP) is the use of the standard time of a single unit
to predict the capacity needed to make several. We all know the time study or work study
method of determining the standard time to make one unit (Krajewski and Ritzman,
2001; Chase et al., 2003). However, very few time or motion studies are performed in
today’s industry. The method used to calculate the standard time is the historical average
time in the database for a particular component manufactured on a particular process as
charged over time by the production department, and this just does not guarantee a very
accurate standard production time.
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Capacity cannot be readily reduced and sold off; yet, in many instances, a capacity
utilisation factor (Krajewski and Ritzman, 2001; Meredith and Shafer, 2001; Heizer and
Render, 2003) is calculated in an attempt to better manage capacity. Goldratt and Cox
(1984) ignore capacity utilisation except for the constrained or bottleneck process; and
for those, they advocate maximum utilisation. For other processes, they recommend
producing just enough to keep the bottleneck processes busy. To maximise the utilisation
of those processes that are non-bottlenecks is to make useless work-in-process inventory,
thus adding to operating cost rather than decreasing it.

2.7 Safety capacity
In most JIT installations, average capacity, over the long run, is usually designed to be
slightly greater than average demand. Vollmann et al. (1997) discuss inventory safety
stock as that inventory greater than needed to satisfy gross requirements, and they
advocate safety lead time as a substitute. Safety lead time is the procedure whereby
the production time schedule is moved up so that the produced goods are available ahead
of time.
We would like to offer the concept of ‘safety capacity’; i.e., adjusting either the
capacity or the scheduled production whereby the anticipated inequality for capacity is to
be some small amount greater than that of demand. We cannot take credit for the concept
of having a little more capacity than demand or having the master production schedule be
somewhat less than anticipated capacity because this strategy is recommended by most of
the authors in the literature, with no reason given. The strategy of managing error or
intentionally biasing forecast events in a more favourable direction has been explored by
Biggs and Campion (1982), and they believe that long-term market share is better served
by offering a little more rather than a little less. We offer the ‘safety capacity’ concept as
a label and as a rationale for including a small amount of over-capacity instead of a small
amount of under-capacity for potential bottleneck processes when planning capacity.
JIT means that the managerial slack or inventory cushion, by managerial edict, is
taken away, necessitating that we learn to manage differently than we have in the past.
Decision-makers must respond to unanticipated differences between demand and
capacity more effectively, and respond more quickly because they have very little, if any,
extra inventory and very little extra capacity with which to respond to unanticipated
demand. In addition, these responses to problems occur more frequently, with shorter
response time, and with smaller increments and adjustments possible. Typically, first-line
supervisors are left with the JIT production scheduling problems, and they behave in a
very nervous manner, often verging on panic. The reason for this panic is that they are
facing new production problems with no experience to guide them, and with no inventory
or capacity cushion to absorb the results of managerial errors between demand and
capacity. We would like to point out that this need for more frequent responses to
problems is also related to the management of system capacity.
In dealing with capacity uncertainties, the predicted future result, carried to a
necessary extreme, will be a computer response to manufacturing environmental stimuli.
The computer will be programmed with a ‘conditioned response’ for these perceived
environmental conditions or events. This technique has been successfully demonstrated
for many years with the use of computers to fly airplanes such as the F-117 stealth
fighter. Human response is much too slow to make the control changes necessary to keep
the plane flying. In a like manner, by the time a capacity problem is recognised and a
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managerial response developed and implemented to meet the problem, the response is too
slow and too late. To respond to production problems without an inventory or capacity
cushion, managers need more information faster and need to have predetermined the best
managerial response to anticipated possible situations.

2.8 Managed capacity
With the exception of macro actions to adjust capacity over the long term, little else
is done to manage capacity, other than the use of shop floor-control scheduling
rules (Wemmerlov, 1984; Allen et al., 1997; Schonberger, 1997). In this method,
the performance criteria are the number of orders processed or the magnitude of the
work-in-process inventories. Since the introduction of Material Requirements Planning
(MRP) circa 1960–1970 (Orlicky, 1975), there has been an extensive body of research
focused on the effects that management decisions can have on system performance. One
group of production research assumed, or at least inferred, that the production system had
infinite production capacity at the outset, with the primary measures of effectiveness
being the minimisation of total set-up costs and inventory holding costs. In contrast, the
other group of research assumed the capacity of a production system to be finite or fixed.
System performance was evaluated as a result of management decisions within this fixed
capacity constraint. Much of the capacity management literature follows the traditional
textbook alternatives to capacity, which are hire and fire (layoff and rehire), subcontract
(purchase, outsource), and inventory. Stock-outs and backordering, if mentioned at all,
are considered a subset of inventory management. In these problems, the relative cost of
each alternative is described by Holt et al. (1956) in their linear decision rule (also known
as the HMMS rule, named for Holt, Modigliani, Muth, and Simon). The only short-term
cost attributed to increasing or decreasing capacity is the cost of changing the labour
force level by hiring and laying-off. The cost of acquiring new plant and processing
equipment or selling off excess and/or obsolete plant and processing equipment is not
considered a part of this decision-making process.
It has been noted by purchasing professionals that the purchasing department is the
‘manager of outside manufacturing’ (Dobler et al., 1996). As more manufacturing firms
follow the current trends of downsizing and outsourcing (Biggs et al., 1998), the
responsibility for insuring that outside capacity is capable of manufacturing to scheduled
demand will fall to the purchasing function. With this, we should question whether the
outside capacity is truly infinite as historically assumed, or is it also constrained at some
point in our planning horizon.

2.9 Cost of capacity
In the aggregate planning chapter of most texts there is a section on the timing of the
additions of new capacity in relation to increasing demand. These additions are modelled
as discrete step functions, while demand is modelled as a continuous function. In these
decision-making models the cost of adding capacity is not considered.
If the cost of capacity is treated in the same manner as the cost of inventory, then
this new, higher cost should lead to planning for only the bare minimum capacity
available to meet the production schedule, as noted above. Carrying this idea a step
further, we now believe that the cost to change the volume of production by increasing or
decreasing capacity is much greater than the mere ‘hire-fire’ costs of the linear decision
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rule (Holt et al., 1956) noted above. At a minimum, the cost of idle processing equipment
should be included, part of which should cover the opportunity cost of capital. This
reasoning leads us to the conclusion that if capacity costs and the cost to change
production volumes are much greater than previously thought, then the best capacity cost
minimising strategy would be one of level production, with a minimum number of
production changes (Chase et al., 2003; Heizer and Render, 2003). It is a reasonable
conclusion that the best way to manage capacity is to run the factory or production
function at a level rate most of the time.
In summary, several authors and researchers have noted that as the demand
approaches the theoretical limit of the constrained capacity, the expected production
throughput becomes less than was expected from that particular level of capacity. One
possible reason for this problem in a real world situation is that the standard time value
used for capacity planning is inaccurate. Another possibility is that as the available
capacity is diminished and the order lot sizes remain at the same level, all capacity is
used for only a few components, leaving others not even started and no finished goods
completed. If, instead, all order sizes were decreased to suit available remaining capacity
so that all of the component parts of any final good were completed, the firm would
be ahead by that many units sold. Still another possibility is that other unnoticed,
non-bottleneck CCRs become bottlenecks.

3

Research methodology

A large-scale computer simulation model of a multi-product, multi-stage system was used
as the vehicle for this study. By using the simulation approach, long experimental time
periods can be shortened into relatively short actual times, and the problem of changing
only desired variables between replications is minimised. Solutions from a simulation are
only as globally applicable as the simulation model is similar to its real world
counterparts. However, the same problem exists when applying and transferring results
from one real world situation to another. For the simulated factory, Material
Requirements Planning (MRP) was used as the ordering structure since many real world
companies use MRP for this purpose (Rom et al., 2002).
The material requirements planning model has four types of inventory, namely, raw
materials, component work-in-process, subassembly work-in-process, and finished
products. There are eight purchased raw materials. The model internally manufactures or
assembles 15 components, seven subassemblies, and ten end items (finished products).
The simulated factory has one purchasing function and three departments: component
manufacturing, subassembly, and final assembly. It has the ability to forecast sales, make
aggregate and detailed planning decisions, and accumulate statistical data for the analysis
of results.
Two independent variables were singled out as having an effect of interest on the
system performance; i.e., forecast/demand variation, and constrained capacity. The
purpose was to cause some controllable problems within the constrained system, and then
analyse the outcomes. The end item demand is deterministic; i.e., the actual demand for
the ten end items matches the forecasts exactly. Further, the demand pattern for each end
item was set at an average level with a specified amount of variation. Three levels of
demand variation, 10%, 20%, and 30% (the ratio of standard deviation to mean demand),
were assumed. There is no distinction between capacity and labour for this study.
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Therefore, the simulation was replicated over 14 distinct levels of labour force or
capacity, representing incremental increases in available capacity of approximately 5%
between levels.
The research was designed to set the capacity of the system at some reasonably
constrained level at which the system would perform without having many problems, and
then to allow the capacity to be increased by regular increments. As the capacity was
increased by these small amounts, various important system outputs were monitored.
The labour force variable, the variable that was used to control the system constrained
production capacity, was initially set at low levels and was increased until the system was
able to operate without incurring major problems. The labour force level of capacity
started at 248 and was then reset at increments of four additional workers between
treatments, up to 300 workers to insure that the system had been given an adequate range
to investigate problems of constrained capacity.
This being a simulation, any variable or constraint could be tightly controlled. Two
such variables were forecast and demand wherein there is no forecast error. The sample
size was set at 30, and the difference between replications was the forecast/demand
variable. Thus, there were 30 different forecast/demand patterns that were repeated
exactly for all the samples.
Having some initial data, the simulation does not start empty. It is allowed to run for
13 weeks to achieve stochastic convergence, and then it is allowed to run for a 48-week
year, with performance data collected at the end of each week. In addition, the simulation
is allowed to run four weeks more to preclude ‘plant closing’ anomalies from being
included in the statistics.
Thus, the research design was (three forecast variations) × (14 labour force levels) ×
(30 sample size years) × (48 weeks) which is equal to a total of 60 480 weeks. Each
labour force level-forecast variation is a sample of 4320 weeks or 90 years. Figure 1
depicts the simulation model used in this study.
Figure 1

Simulation model
3
Demand
variation

14
Capacity

10 Finished products
7 Subassemblies
15 Components
8 Raw materials
3 Departments (final
assembly, subassembly,
component manufacturing)
1 Purchasing function

Average
sales

Average
labour

Average
work-in

Average
stockouts

Average
service

Average
set-ups
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Performance measures
From other research experiences, it has been determined that the only useful global
measures are as follows:
•

Workforce or capacity − that which the system could use if the capacity were,
indeed, immediately adjustable. The system has no new sources of capacity, but if it
were in trouble, this is the additional capacity it has calculated it would need to get
out of trouble. Thus, it is a measure of the system’s production problems with
constrained capacity, and in the long run, additional system operating costs.

•

Inventory − the Work-In-Process (WIP) inventory at all levels, except the finished
goods level. It is a measure of money needed to operate the system under a particular
set of conditions, matching that of Goldratt (Goldratt and Cox, 1984; Goldratt and
Fox, 1994).

•

Stock-outs − they occur at all production levels, including finished goods. The
stock-outs indicate the production problems the system is having under a particular
level of constrained capacity. This system allows total backorders, so stock-outs do
not represent lost sales except at the 48th week.

•

Set-ups at all levels − Set-ups are a measure of the problems within the factory
(Samaddar, 2001) and are a measure of the amount of constrained capacity that is
used for set-ups. They are relative measures of additional system costs and nearly fit
Goldratt’s (Goldratt and Cox, 1984; Goldratt and Fox, 1994) cost measure.

•

Service level − measured at the finished goods or customer level only. This is the
best measure of throughput under capacity constraints and best matches Goldratt’s
(Goldratt and Cox, 1984; Goldratt and Fox, 1994) measure for throughput.

•

Sales at the finished goods level − Sales data were collected to assure the simulation
was performing per expectations.

Workforce, set-ups, and stock-outs are the best measures of operating cost or production
difficulties that the system is experiencing under a particular set of conditions and
constraints, and these agree with Goldratt’s (Goldratt and Cox, 1984) measures of
operating costs. These three, together with the remaining two measures, inventory and
service level, accurately reflect the behaviour of the production system. Other researchers
have used ‘costs’ as their major statistic, but our feeling is that costs, as applied to a
simulation, are at least one step beyond reality. We leave it to the real world users to look
at the performance criteria of this study to determine which are important or of high cost
in their individual production system.

4

Results and discussion

The results are displayed in Tables 1–6 and Figures 2–5. It was anticipated that as more
capacity was added, the system would perform better. Further, as greater degrees of
forecast/demand variation were added, the outputs would be worse or not as good.
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Desired labour force
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

227

228

229

252

225

225

224

256

223

223

224

260

221

222

223

264

219

220

221

268

217

219

217

272

217

217

216

276

217

215

213

280

215

215

214

284

214

214

211

288

212

211

212

292

210

211

211

296

209

210

210

300

209

209

209

Table 2

Work-in-process inventory (000’s)
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

227

226

225

252

224

223

220

256

223

222

221

260

222

220

220

264

221

220

219

268

219

218

216

272

218

217

215

276

218

216

213

280

216

215

214

284

214

214

213

288

212

212

212

292

212

212

212

296

211

211

211

300

211

211

210
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Stockout level
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

7995

7913

8217

252

7084

7344

6306

256

6382

6617

7039

260

6091

5972

6289

264

6022

5462

6023

268

5261

4861

4211

272

4012

4052

3351

276

4187

3457

2495

280

3440

3079

3063

284

3216

2753

1708

288

1868

1512

1938

292

1093

1314

1624

296

717

734

1057

300

516

548

643

Table 4

Set-up level
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

32.65

32.60

32.49

252

32.67

32.68

32.60

256

32.69

32.61

32.60

260

32.64

32.59

32.66

264

32.61

32.59

32.51

268

32.52

32.52

32.40

272

32.46

32.42

32.31

276

32.44

32.41

32.27

280

32.36

32.35

32.28

284

32.36

32.33

32.22

288

32.28

32.23

32.21

292

32.22

32.22

32.17

296

32.19

32.18

32.13

300

32.17

32.16

32.09
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Service level
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

96.47

96.29

96.01

252

97.44

97.39

97.47

256

97.75

97.73

97.28

260

98.02

97.90

97.84

264

98.18

98.20

97.92

268

98.45

98.48

98.59

272

98.79

98.73

98.74

276

98.72

99.03

99.24

280

98.89

99.05

99.11

284

99.04

99.16

99.44

288

99.50

99.54

99.37

292

99.69

99.57

99.43

296

99.83

99.81

99.65

300

99.82

99.85

99.78

Table 6

Sales level
Forecast deviation

Capacity

10%

20%

30%

248

12687

12661

12631

252

12699

12668

12649

256

12700

12667

12643

260

12700

12675

12648

264

12700

12674

12647

268

12702

12673

12650

272

12698

12676

12653

276

12700

12676

12654

280

12697

12678

12653

284

12702

12675

12655

288

12701

12679

12656

292

12703

12677

12656

296

12705

12679

12656

300

12703

12680

12657
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Figure 2
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Per Table 1, in most instances the system called for additional capacity at the 20%
demand variation level and for an even greater amount at the 30% level. Although the
mean demand does not change, the variation in demand causes scarce capacity, which
will be needed in a future period, to go unused. Since the system has no source for the
needed additional capacity in the future period, the problems will multiply at an
increasing rate. This indicates that the sooner the constrained capacity is enhanced, the
fewer future problems there would be.
This phenomenon may explain why production systems, as reported above, perform
less than expected when they approach their capacity limits (McClelland, 1988). As the
system comes closer to its remaining capacity limits, and order sizes are not downsized,
the unfinished portion of the orders impede the production of other needed components.
It would have been much better to scale back all orders to a size whereby all could
be completed.
Chase et al. (2003) advocate increasing order sizes for bottleneck operations to avoid
using up constrained capacity as idle time for setups, and the above in no way disagrees
with their conclusion. Their assumptions are that other interdependent manufacturing
processes in the system can produce to match the large lot sizes used on the bottleneck
processes. If most of the production system is constrained, as with the simulated factory,
all lots sizes should be scaled back to fit the remaining capacity so that the use of the
capacity is maximised and there is no remaining WIP. In this way, the production flow
would be balanced to maximise the total flow of production from the system (Goldratt
and Cox, 1984; Goldratt and Fox, 1994). Setups should indeed be minimised, but with the
goal of matching production volumes of components and subassemblies or balancing the
flow so that all value added production is completed as finished goods and not kept on
the shop floor as WIP.
When the total system capacity is constrained, as in these experiments, and the
system does not have perfect information, the flow of components and subassemblies is
not balanced, thus causing unnecessary accumulation of WIP. The constrained capacity
has been operated to make components that cannot be used, since the components with
which they are to be combined are delayed at another machine. So the system asks for
more setups, again using up scarce time on the constrained capacity. Table 2 and Figure 2
exemplify this behaviour of a constrained capacity system, as the capacity increased, the
WIP inventory decreased.
Table 3 and Figure 3 show the number of internal stock-outs that were incurred in
manufacturing a higher level subassembly or final assembly at each production level,
again reflecting the problems within the system and the added cost of operations. As was
expected, there were greater stock-outs when the capacity was most constrained. There
were fewer stock-outs at the highest levels of capacity, but they did not clear up entirely.
This data is consistent with other results that indicate as the demand approaches the
constrained capacity limits, the system has undetermined problems which it cannot solve.
Given its current level of information and decision-making power, as noted above, the
system cannot get out of difficulties.
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In reviewing the data in Table 4 and Figure 4, there is some correlation between
stock-outs and setups, the reason being that higher WIP and setups are a result of system
problems with constrained capacity. As the demand variation becomes greater, the
missed production will be produced in following periods because this system allows
backorders. Inadvertently, the system is increasing order size, which will also lead to
fewer setups. Had the system not allowed backorders, there would be much greater
imbalance between the master production schedule and the available capacity.
Table 5 and Figure 5 show the service level at the end item level only; and since total
backorders are allowed, the system eventually manages to fill most orders. The internal
stock-outs of Table 3 and Figure 3 indicate how many products would have come up
short without backorders. So we have a relative measure of both situations. From the
lowest capacity level to the highest capacity level within the same demand variation, the
service level differences are what some might consider insignificant at about 3% total
difference between highest and lowest capacity levels. But consider how this 3%
difference in service level might affect market share if the productive capacity were
constrained at the lower level, or managed in such a fashion for the next 10–15 years.
Table 6 shows the resulting sales figures. Here, again, the sales do not differ much
between high and low levels of constrained capacity, but enough to make a significant
difference in market share over the long term. Certainly, sales are better at the lower
levels of demand variation, as are the other performance criteria above. This strongly
suggests that master production scheduling to level load the constrained capacity would
help the system produce at a better quantity. That is, allowing the demand variation to be
incorporated into the master production schedule for a constrained capacity production
system will increase the production problems, decrease the amount actually produced,
increase the costs of production, and, over the long term, cause the loss of market share.
A managerial interpretation of these results is that the system performance improves
with more capacity, but the costs of the inputs will eventually reach the point of
diminishing returns.

5

Conclusion and recommendation

At this point the most interesting findings are that the system did have problems, as the
constrained capacity and the demand were nearly equal. The problem that results with
this situation is that production volume is less than would have been anticipated for that
constrained capacity level. Most successful growing firms at one time or another will face
this problem at least once, and perhaps continually, in their corporate history. As a firm
expands in a growing market, there will be several instances over time when demand and
capacity will be nearly equal before the firm acquires additional capacity. If these
problem situations could be anticipated, capacity could be better managed to alleviate the
production problems as the firm progresses smoothly through these transitory stages
of growth.
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Capacity management, from a micro point of view, has been shown to have merit in
that system outputs can be improved by the manipulation of capacity inputs. This
research demonstrates that if a manager has a source of short-term additional capacity, it
may be advantageous to implement this alternative source of capacity as soon as the
demand/capacity gets out of balance. In a poorly managed production system, one is
never certain whether the problem is constrained capacity or bad scheduling. In a well
managed production system, the typical constrained capacity situation is one in which the
imbalance between available capacity and immediate demand is of short time cycle and
of limited excess demand. Therefore, in order to capture even a part of this momentary
excess demand, managerial response must be timely, but not necessarily massive. If a
source or sources of small, available, unused capacity could somehow be made available
at the time of constrained capacity, many of the problems would cease to exist. Thus, a
better strategy would be not to allow stock-outs and WIP to accumulate and multiply.
In the best-scheduled and best-managed production systems, there are unanticipated
problems that could be helped by some small amount of safety capacity. But if the system
is working at full capacity, we need to investigate possible sources for this safety
capacity. The traditional sources were described earlier in this paper:
•

Use hire-fire method of acquiring additional workers to run the processes if there is
idle processing equipment.

•

Overtime, or the use of the current workforce and processes to start work earlier than
usual and work a longer day or work additional time at the end of the work week.
We know this is not possible in a plant that runs 24 hours per day, seven days per
week. Most plants do not work all 21 possible shifts in a week.

•

Use inventory to shift production to other time periods, and then use inventory or
backorder to meet the demand.

•

Subcontract, or outsource, to vendors that needed increment of production capacity.

There are other possible, non-traditional sources. For example, stock-outs are a possible
alternative we seldom mention as a solution to the demand/capacity ratio. However,
stock-outs and backorders are the method used by custom order shops. Consider the
‘No Vacancy’ sign at a motel; does that not mean stock-out to the next customer after
the ‘No’ part of the sign is turned on? At the point where demand becomes nearly equal
to capacity and production problems arise, one alternative may be to allow stock-outs
or to refuse new orders, rather than incur the larger than expected additional costs
of production.
Alternative processes may be used to make up the production gap for the constrained
capacity. We would like the most efficient process to be used, but there may be other,
less efficient processes that could be used to alleviate the constrained capacity. Perhaps
an obsolete machine that has not yet been sold can be pressed into service.
It may be advisable to delay planned preventive maintenance downtime until another
time period, using the current maintenance time to relieve constrained capacity. As firm
believers in preventive maintenance instead of breakdown maintenance, we do not
advocate this as a long-term solution. However, in most systems, the processes can
operate a bit longer without maintenance, much as our automobile can go a few extra
miles until it is convenient to have the oil changed.
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If we look around us, there are instances of managers being able to change their
production system so that additional capacity is available in the short term. At the local
grocery store we see many seemingly unused check-out lanes with their computerised
cash registers sitting idle. When the waiting lines on those check-out lanes that are staffed
become too long or become bottlenecks, ‘part time’ cashiers are called from other duties
that can be delayed until later, such as shelf restocking, and are pressed into temporary
checkout service.
The plant manager of a local manufacturer noted that the productive capacity
available to him was being ‘diluted’ by set-ups for various product items. Not only was
this making certain processes bottlenecks, but there was the additional cost of expensive
raw material lost as scrap as part of the setups. This plant manager decided it was cheaper
to acquire more of the least expensive process machines so that each machine could be
semi-permanently set-up for a particular production component and allowed to sit idle
when that component was not needed.
This paper has shown that greater capacity results in better system performance and
small improvements, over the long term, may enhance the firm’s market share. It has
reaffirmed the phenomenon that as demand approaches capacity constraints, the problems
in the production system multiply. As noted, this research indicates that as the demand
approaches the limits of capacity, order sizes or lot sizes should be decreased to balance
the product flow. The constrained parts of the system should be treated as bottlenecks per
Goldratt (Goldratt and Cox, 1984; Goldratt and Fox, 1994).
On the other hand, this study has not spotlighted the ratio of system capacity to
scheduled production required to achieve the goals of the JIT practitioners, as noted at the
outset. Obviously, additional research using parameters of each real system is needed to
determine the point at which enough capacity is available relative to cost-benefit analysis.
Research is also needed to determine the sources and types of incremental capacity that
are available to practitioners other than those noted above. Each practitioner will have to
carefully weigh the costs of the incremental additional sources of capacity available and
make decisions based on both the long-term and short-term effects of implementing any
additional capacity. The concept of short-term safety capacity introduced in this paper
is not intended as a permanent solution to constrained capacity, but as a temporary,
‘stop-gap’ measure. When a production problem is perceived, it is recommended that
safety capacity be brought into play quickly to forestall an accumulation and
multiplication of WIP and unfinished orders. The frequency with which it is needed
should act as an indicator that long-term, permanent capacity should be acquired for that
machine or process.
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